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ABSTRACT 
We generalize some matrix inertia theorems for the nonstationary ease. Di- 
chotomy plays a central role. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The inertia of a self-adjoint matrix X in a triplet of nonnegative integers 
(v +, v o, v_ ), where v 0 = dim Ker X, and v + and v_ are, respectively, the 
numbers of positive and negative eigenvalues of X, counting multiplicities. 
We denote the inertia of X by In(X). A sequence of selt-adjoint matrices 
(X,)~=_oo is said to be of constant inertia ff In (X , )= In(X ,+ l )  
(n=0,+l  .. . .  ). 
The following theorem is a simplified version of the main results con- 
tained in this paper. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (A,)~=_oo be a sequence of  r × r invertible matri- 
ces. There exists a bounded sequence o f t  × r self-adjoint matrices ( X,)~_ _ ~, 
of  constant inertia, such that 
- -  * ( r l  = 0 ,  , X.A .X .+IA .>~eI  +1 ... .  ) (1.1) 
where e> 0 and I = (8~j)[ j f l ,  i f  and only i f  the discrete system, 
y .+ l= A .y .  (n=O,+l  .... ) (1.2) 
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admits a dichotomy, that is, 
IIU~PUT~II<~Ma'-J ( i=0 ,+1 .... ; j= i , i -1  .... ) (1.3) 
and 
Ilu,(z-e)u; ll< Mai' ( i=0 ,___1  . . . .  ; j= i , i+ l  . . . .  ). (1.4)  
Here P is a projection in C r, a and M are positive numbers, with a < 1, and 
Uo=I  , Un=An_I""Ao, U_n=A_t , . . .A5~ (n=l ,2  .... ). (1.5) 
Moreover, i f  the condition (1.1) holds, then the matrices X, (n = 0, +,1  .... ) 
are invertible, and rank P is equal to the number of positive eigenvalues of 
X n (n = O, +_ 1 .... ), counting multiplicities. 
This theorem follows immediately from Theorems 4.2 and 5.3 [condition 
(a)] in this paper. In the case when the sequences (An),°°__ ~ and (Xn)~= _~ 
do not depend on n - - that  is, A n = A and X n = X (n = 0, + 1 .... ) for two 
matrices A and X- - th is  theorem is a generalization of the Stein version (see 
Taussky [14]) of an inertia theorem which appears in Hill [7], Krein [8], 
Ostrowski and Schneider [10], Taussky [13], Wielandt [15], and Wimmer 
[16]. See also the review in Cain [1], and Lancaster and Tismenetsky 
[9, Chapter 13]. In this case, the existence of a dichotomy means that A does 
not have eigenvalues on the unit circle F = { z : I z I = 1 }, and the projection P 
of the dichotomy is equal to the Riesz projection of A corresponding to the 
unit disc, 
- - f r  - P=2~i  (zI A) ldz. 
It is clear that rank P is equal to the number of eigenvalues of A inside the 
unit disc, counting algebraic multiplicities. More general versions of the 
theorem stated above appear in this paper. They apply to the case when 
the matrices A ,  happen to be singular, and when the inequality (1.1) is 
replaced by a weaker condition. 
The paper consists of seven sections. The first is the introduction. In the 
second and in the third, we introduce and analyze the notions of dichotomy 
and nonstationary Stein equations, respectively. The main theorem is stated 
and proved in the fourth section. The fifth section concerns ome generaliza- 
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tions. In the sixth section we consider the case of a system (1.2) defined for 
n = 0,1,2 .... only. In general, the dichotomy which appears in this paper 
may be viewed as a right dichotomy. The notion of left dichotomy is 
introduced and analyzed in the last section. 
All the vectors in this paper are column vectors, unless specified other- 
wise. 
2. DICHOTOMY 
Let us begin by defining the notion of dichotomy. 
oo DEFINITION. Let (A.)._~o be a sequence of r × r matrices, and let 
(P.)n°°=_o¢ be a bounded sequence of projections in C r such that rank P. 
- -  . p oo (n 0 ,+1,  ..) is constant. We say that the sequence ( .)n=-oo is a di- 
chotomy for (An)W=-oo if the following commutation relations are satisfied: 
A,,P.=P.+IA . (n=0,+l  .... ), (2.1) 
and if the following conditions hold: 
and 
sup IIA.e.xll<+oo; inf  llA.(I-e )xll>o, (2.2) 
n;  I le.xl l  = 1 n;  II(l - P . )x l l  = 
k l im ( s u p  [[An+k_l'"AnPnx[ll/k)<l, (2.3) 
n;  I le.xll  = 1 
lim ( inf llla.+k_l---a.(I--e.)xlll/k)>l, (2.4) 
k ' "oo  n; IK I -  P.)xll = 
where we allow the second limit to be + oo, and, here and in the sequel, 
I=(Sii)~j= I. If Po=O [respectively Pn=I], then the first [respectively 
second] condition in (2.2), and the condition (2.3) [respectively (2.4)] are not 
considered. 
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Let US first prove that the limits exist. Denote 
X k--  sup l °g l lAn+t` - l ' "A ,P ,x [ I  
n; IIe, xll = 1 
(k=L2 .... ), 
and 
/zt` -- inf logll A.+,,_ ~..- A.(I  - P . )x  II 
n; H(I - P,)xll = 1 
(k=l ,2  .. . .  ). 
By assumption, we have X l < + oo, and/z 1 > - oo. Moreover, it follows from 
(2.1) that 
An+t`_ l " " AnP  n = An+t`_ lPn+k_ l . . . Pn+ lAnPn 
and 
An+t ,_ , . . .  A . ( I -  P.)  = An+k_ , ( I - -  Pn+t`-,) " " ( I -  Pn+l )An( I -  P )  
for n = 0, + 1 . . . . .  k = 1, 2 . . . . .  Using the last two equalities, it follows easily 
that X i+j~<~i+?~j  and / z /+ j>~gi+#i  ( i , j= l ,2  ... .  ). In particular, Xk~< 
kX l< +oo and gk>~k#l> -oo  (k=l ,2  ....  ). Now, it is well known (see 
[11, p. 23, Problem 98]), that the above inequalities imply the existence of the 
following limits l imk_,®(~k/k ) and limt` ~oo(/zt`/k ). 
The definition of dichotomy given above is equivalent o the following. 
p Let ( . ) .=-oo  be a bounded sequence of projections such that rankP.  
(n = 0, + 1, . . . )  is constant. The sequence (p.)oo_-~ is a dichotomy for the 
sequence (A n)°° _ oo ff and only ff it satisfies the commutation relations (2.1), 
and there exist two positive numbers a and M, with a < 1, such that, for 
each vector x in C r, the following inequalities hold: 
I IA ,+t` -x""  A,e ,  xll <~ Makllenxll (2.5) 
and 
1 
II A,+t` -a"  " an( I  - e , )x  II ~ Ma------£ I1( I - en) x II (2.6) 
for n =0,  :t:1 . . . .  and k -1 ,2  . . . . .  
To prove this, note first that (2.5)-(2.6) immediately imply (2.2)-(2.4). 
Conversely, assmne that (2.2)-(2.4) holds. By (2.3) there exists an integer N 
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and a positive number a, with a < 1, such that, for each vector x in C r, the 
following inequalities hold: 
I IAn+k_X' ' 'A,enxl l<akl lP,  x[I (n=0,+l  ... .  ; k=N,N+I  .... ). 
Denote M 1 = sup,; . ,e.x,,=~llA.e.xl l  and M 2 = max(1,(M1/a)N). Since M 2 >~ 
1, then 
[ [A ,+k_~' ' 'Ane,  Xll~M~akllenXll (n =0,_1  ....  ; k=N,N+I  .... ). 
Let n be an integer. Using (2.1) as before, we obtain, for each vector x ~ C ', 
I IA ,+,_ I " " "  A.e .x l l  = I Ia .+k_  le .+k_  l " " " A .P .x l l  
M~llenxll = ( M1/a )kakllenxll, 
for k = 1,2 . . . . .  If k is an integer such that 1 ~< k ~< N, then (Mx/a)  k <~ M~. 
Thus, the inequality I lAn+k_x . . .A .e .x l l<~M2ak l lPnx l l  holds for k= 
1,2 . . . . .  N as well as for k = N, N + 1 . . . . .  This proves (2.5). The proof of 
(2.6) is similar. 
We call a triplet of positive numbers (a, M, L), with a < 1, a bound of the 
dichotomy if it has the following properties: the inequalities (2.5)-(2.6) hold, 
and 
IIP, I I~L  and I I I -e ,  ll<~Z (n=0,+l  ... .  ). (2.7) 
The rank of the projections Pn (n=0,+l  ... .  ) is called the rank of the 
dichotomy. 
It is clear that if the sequence (A n) n~ - ~¢ admits the dichotomy (Pn)~= - o~, 
then for every integer k, the sequence (An+k),~__-o~ admits the dichotomy 
p oo ( n+k)n----oo" 
We now consider two special cases: first the case when all the matrices 
A n (n = 0, + 1 .. . .  ) are invertible, and next the stationary case. 
In the case when the matrices (An),°°=-o~ are invertible, the properties of 
the dichotomy are described by the following proposition, whose proof is 
postponed to the end of this section. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (A,)~__o~ be a sequence of  invertible r×r  
matrices which admits the dichotomy ( Pn)~=-oo with the bound ( a, M, L ). 
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Then, for each vector x in C' and every integer n, the following statements 
hold: 
(a) x ~ Im P. i f  and only i f  lim k_.~ A.+ k • " Anx  = O. 
(b) x ~ Im P. i f  and only i f  lim k ~ool lA .+k-  • • A.x l l  = + oo. 
(c) x ~ KerP.  i f  and only i f  hmk~ ~ Anlk "" • ASI_lx = O. 
(d) x ~ KerP.  i f  and only i f  limk_.~llAn_lk ' ' '  A~I_lxll = + ~.  
In addition, the sequence - 1 (A_n_ l )n=_  ~ admits the dichotomy 
( I  - e . )~= _~, with the same bound (a, M, L ). 
In the case when every A .  (n = 0, ___ 1 .... ) is invertible, we can give an 
alternate definition of dichotomy, in the following way. First note that the 
condition (2.1) is equivalent to the following set of equalities: 
Pn=U,,PoU~ -' (n=0,___ l  .... ), 
where the matrices U, (n =0,  +1 .... ) are defined by (1.5). Thus, the 
sequence (P,)~= _~ is uniquely determined by P = Po- In addition, it follows 
from (2.5)-(2.7) that 
and 
I IA ,+k_,"""  A.P.II <~ Mla ~ 
A: l , ( I  - P.) II ~< Mla~ 
(n=0,+l  .... ; k=0,1  .... ), 
(n=0,+l  .... ; k=0,1  .... ), 
where a 1 = a and M 1 = max(L, ML). These inequalities are equivalent to 
and 
IIU~PU;lll<<.Mla~ -j  ( i=0 ,_1  .... ; 
IIu,(I-P)U;'II M,al -' ( i=0 ,+1 .... ; 
Conversely, a matrix P determines a dichotomy 
e.  = t :neu .  - '  
j= i , i -1  .... ) 
]= i , i+1  .... ). 
(n=0,+l  .... ), (2.s) 
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for (A . )~=_ ~, if and only if there exist positive numbers a and M, with 
a < 1, such that the inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) hold. This definition of the 
dichotomy can be found in [4]. In this case too, we call the pair of numbers 
(a, M) a bound of the dichotomy, and rank P the rank of the dichotomy. The 
rank of the dichotomy, as defined here, is clearly the same as in the general 
definition above. The relations between the bound (a, M) defined here, and 
the bound (a, M, L) appearing in the general definition above, are described 
in the following remark. 
REMA~. Let (An)~=_ ~ be a sequence of invertible matrices which 
admits a dichotomy (Pn)n°°___~. If (a, M, L) is a bound of the dichotomy 
according to the previous general definition [(2.1) and (2.5)-(2.7)], then 
(a, max(L, ML)) is a bound in the sense of the latter definition. Conversely, ff
(a, M) is a bound according to the latter definition, then (a, M, M) is a 
bound in the sense of the general definition. 
Consider now the case when the sequence (An)n~__  ~ is constant: A n = A 
(n = 0, _ 1 .... ). In this case, the meaning of dichotomy is described by the 
following proposition, the proof of which is also postponed to the end of this 
section. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The constant sequence A n = A (n = 0, + 1 .... ) admits 
a dichotomy i f  and only i f  A has no eigenvalues on the unit circle F = 
( z :  Izl = 1}. If it admits a dichotomy (Pn),~=_o~, then the projections Pn 
( n = O, + 1 .... ) are equal to the Riesz projection of A corresponding to the 
unit disc (z :  Izl < 1): 
1 
P~=2rr i f r ( z l -A ) - ldz  (n=0,+l  .... ). (2.9) 
Let us now return to the general case. The following result contains the first 
properties of dichotomous sequences. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
and 
I f  (Pn)~=-o~ is a dichotomy for (An)~=_ ~, then 
KerP,+x=A,(KerP,)  (n = 0,___1 .... ) (2.10) 
IMP .= {x:A .x~ImP.+l}  (n=0,+l  .... ). (2.11) 
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Proof. Let n be an integer. It follows from the inequality (2.6) with 
k = 1 that MalIA.( I  - e.)xll >/II(I - e.)xll (x ~ Cr). Consequently, 
KerA. AKerP. = {0}. (2.12) 
This implies 
dim A.(KerP.)  = dimKerP.. 
Since rank Pn does not depend on n, then we also have 
dimKer P n = dim Ker P.+ 1. 
On the other hand, it follows from (2.1) that 
A.(KerP.)  c KerPn+ 1. 
The equality ((2.10) follows from this inclusion and the two previous equali- 
ties. 
Let us now prove (2.11). First note that (2.1) implies that ImP n c 
{x: A.x  ~ Im P.+l}. Now assume that x is such that A.x  ~ IMP.+ x. Then 
A. ( I  - P.)x = (I - P~+I)A.x = 0 and therefore (I - P~)x ~ KerA n (~ Ker P~. 
From (2.12) we obtain that x ~ Im ion. Therefore, ( x: A.x  ~ Im P.+ 1 } ([: 
Im P~. This proves (2.11). • 
The following theorem provides an intrinsic description of the projections 
Pn (n=0,+l  .... ). 
TnEOn~.M 2.4. Let the sequence of  projections (Pn).~=_~ be a di- 
chotomy for the sequence of r × r matrices (An)~n=_~. Then, for every 
integer n = O, +_ 1 .. . . .  the projection P. has the following properties: 
x ~ Im Pn i f  and only i f  lim A.+k. .  • A .x  = 0, (2.13) 
k ---~ oo 
and 
x ~ KerP. i fandonly i f  3(Xk)k~ x such that 
A . _ l . . .A . _kxk=x(k=l ,2  .... )and  lim xk=0.  (2.14) 
k ~  
In particular, i f  a dichotomy exists, then it is unique. 
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Proof. Let n be an integer. We consider (2.13) first. Assume that, for 
some vector x ~ C r, 
lim An+ k. .. Anx = O. 
k --* oo 
Taking into account he inequality (2.5), it follows that 
lim An+k''" An(I - Pn)x = O. 
k - *  ~ 
Thus, using (2.6), we conclude that (1 - P~)x = 0. Therefore, 
ImPn___Ix: lim An+k' "Anx=O I. 
k ---, ov 
It is clear that the reversed inclusion follows from (2.5), and therefore (2.13) 
holds. 
We now prove (2.14). Let x be a vector in KerP n. Using the recursion 
below, we construct a sequence of vectors (xk)~° 1 such that 
xk ~ KerPn_ k (k=l ,2  .... ), 
and 
A,_ l . . .An_kxk=x (k=l ,2  .... ). 
It follows from the equality (2.10) that there exists a vector x l~  KerPn_ l 
such that A n_ 1xl = x. Assume that, for some positive integer l, we have built 
l vectors, x 1 . . . . .  x t, such that 
x k ~ Ker P,_ k (k = 1,2 . . . . .  l) 
and 
An_ l . . .An_kxk=x (k=l ,2  . . . . .  l).  
Again by (2.10), there exists a vector x t+ l~KerPn_ l _  l such that 
An_l_lXl+l=Xl. This completes the recursion. By (2.6) we have Ilxll >/ 
(1/Mak)llxkll (k = 1,2 .... ), and therefore limk_~ oo x k = 0. 
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sequence of vectors (Xk)k~ 1 such that 
lim xk=0 
k ~  
and 
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x be a vector in C r, and assume that there exists a 
A,_I"" "A,_kxk=x (k = 1,2 ....  ). 
Taking into account (2.1), it follows from the last equality that 
enx=An_l".An_kPn_kXk (k = 1,2 ....  ). 
Consequently, the inequality (2.5) implies that 
IIe, xll ~< Makllen-kXkll (k = 1,2 ....  ). 
I Ie.xll~llxkllMoksuplleall (k = 1,2 .. . .  ). 
n 
Therefore, 
(2.15) 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We first prove the last statement. Let n and k 
be integers, with k positive, and let x be a vector in C r. In order to prove the 
last statement of the proposition, we must show that 
and 
[IA -1-.-k'" .a._- i  1(I - e_. )x l l~Ma~l( I  - e_ . )x  I1, 
1 
IIA Z~_k... A- ln_ le_,xll >1 -M---~aklle_,x[[. 
We now return to the proofs of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. 
Since 0 < a < 1 and sup.lle.II < ~ by definition, these inequalities and (2.15) 
imply that P,x = 0. Thus (2.14) holds. 
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By (2.1), these inequalities are equivalent o the following: 
II(I-P_._ )ASL_ ...A L_lxlI Ma II(I-P  )xlI, (2.16) 
and 
1 
A -~ A-~_lXll ~a~ak IIe_.xll • I Ie- . -k . -k " "  >1 (2.17) 
-1 AS_~_lx = Using (2.1) again, we We now make the substitution A ._ k ' "  Y" 
have 
P_n  x = P_ .A_ . _  1 • •. A_ . _ky  = A_ . _  1 • •. A_ . _kP_ . _ky  
and 
( I  -- e_ . )x  = ( I  - e_n)A_n_ l " "  A_n_kY  
= A_ . _x . ' 'A_ . _k ( I - -e_ . _k )y .  
Therefore, (2.16) and (2.17) are equivalent o 
I1(I- "'" A-n-k(1-- e-.-k)Yll, (2.18) 
1 
I Ie-.-kyll >/~-~akllA-.-x""" A-. -ke- . -kYl l .  (2.19) 
But (2.18) and (2.19) follow from (2.6) and (2.5), respectively. 
Statement (a) follows from (2.13). In order to prove statement (b) it is 
enough to show that if 0 ~: x ~ Ker P., then l imk~l lA .+ k • • • A.x l l  = + ~.  
This follows immediately from (2.6). Finally, (c) and (d) follow by applying 
(a) and (b) to the sequence (A -~_  1).°°= _ ~. • 
Proof  o f  Proposition 2.2. Assume that a dichotomy (Pn)~=-~ for the 
constant sequence A .  = A (n = O, + 1 ....  ) exists. It follows from Theorem 
2.4 that the projection P. does not depend on n. Let P = P. (n = 0, + 1 ....  ). 
By (2.1), Im P and KerP  are invariant subspaces of A. Denote A 1 = AI1~e 
and A 2 = Alxer e. From the inequalities (2.5) and (2.6) we obtain 
IIAkxxll~Makllxll (x ~ ImP;  k=l ,2  ....  ) 
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and 
1 IIAkxlII~'--M~aklIxll (x e KerP; k=l ,2  .... ). 
Therefore o(Al) c {z: Izl < 1) and o(A2)c (z :  Izl > 1}. Consequently 
A has no spectrum on the unit circle F= (z:  I z l= l ) ,  and P is the Riesz 
projection for A corresponding to (z:  Izl < 1). Conversely, it is clear that ff 
A has no spectrum on F, then (2.9) defines a dichotomy (p,)oo=_~ for the 
sequence A ,  = A (n = 0, +__ 1 .... ). • 
3. STEIN EQUATIONS 
We define a nonstationary Stein equation as an infinite system of matrix 
equations of the following form: 
_ ~$ - -  ° . .  X. A.X,~+IA,~= D n (n=O,+l ,  ). (3.1) 
_ ~ D oo well as the solution Here, the given sequences (A.)~= and ( ~),=_ ~, as 
sequence (X,)~°~__o , consist of r × r matrices. The solution (X,),~=_~ is 
called seif-adjoint if all the matrices X n (n = 0, + 1 .... ) are self-adjoint. 
Let a nonstationary Stein equation (3.1), with a self-adjoint solution 
(X~)~=_ oo, be given. With the sequence (A n)~=-~o we associate the follow- 
ing system of difference quations: 
Vn+l=Anvn (n=0,+l  .... ). (3.2) 
In ad~tion, we associate with the solution (X~),~-oo a sequence of inner 
products on C r as follows: 
(U,V)n=v*Xnu (U,V ~Cr ;  n = 0, ___ 1 .... ). 
These inner products are, generally speaking, indefinite and possibly degen- 
erate. 
l) oo  Let ( , ) , _ -o0  be a solution of the difference quation (3.2). The nonsta- 
tionary Stein equation (3.1) leads to 
(v,~,v,~),-(v,~÷l,v,+l),,+l=v*D,~v, (n=0,+l  .... ). 
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Thus, ff Dn>~0 (n=0,  +1 .... ), then the sequence ((Vn, Vn)n)~=_oo is 
nonincreasing. More generally, for every positive integer l, we have 
~v, , ,Vn)n -~V, ,+t .n+t )n+t=v*F , , , tvn  (n=0,+l  .... ), 
where the matrices Fn, 1 (n = 0, + 1 .... ; l = 1, 2 ... . .  ) are defined by 
Fn. t = D n + A*Dn+IA  n + . . .  + A* . . .  A*+l_~Dn+l_ lAn+l_2 "'" An.  
Therefore, ff for some positive integer l and some positive real number e, 
the matrices (Fn. l)~=-o~ satisfy the inequalities 
F,,,t>~eI (n=0,+l  .... ), 
then the solution (vn)~-oo satisfies 
~Vn,Vn) , - (v , ,+t ,vn+t)n+t>~el lVnl l  2 (n=0,+l  .... ), 
which means a property of forward monotonicity. On the other hand, if, for 
some positive integer l and some positive real number e, we have 
• An+l_ lAn+l_  1 A n (n=0,+l  .... ), Fn, I >t eA* ' "  * "'" 
then the following property, of backward monotonicity, holds: 
( vn_t,  Vn_l)n_t - ( vn, vn)n >~ ellVnl[ 2 (n=0,+l  .... ). 
This is the motivation which lies behind the following definitions. 
Dv.FINIrION. Let a nonstationary Stein equation (3.1) be given. We say 
that equation (3.1) is forward positive ff 
Dn>~0 (n=0,+l  .... ), (3.3) 
and if there exist a positive integer l, and a positive real number e, such that 
the following inequality holds: 
D n + AnOn+lA  n + ' ' '  + A*""  An+l_2On+l_ lAn+l_2""  A n >~ el,  (3.4) 
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for n = 0, _ 1 . . . . .  We say that Equation (3.1) is backward positive ff (3.3) 
holds, and if there exist a positive integer l and a positive real number e such 
that 
19, + A ,D , ,+ IA ,~ + . . .  + A* .  . • A*+l_2D,+l_ lAn+l_  2 • • • A ,  
>~eA* ' "A*+t  1A,+t_l"  • -A ,  (n=0,_ l  .. . .  ). (3.5) 
A nonstationary Stein equation which is both forward and backward positive 
is called bipositive. In each of the three cases, we call the pair (e, l )  a 
positivity bound of the nonstationary Stein equation. 
It is easy to see that if Equation (3.1) is backward positive, and if all the 
matrices A n (n  = 0 , - I -1 , ' . .  ) are invertible with sup.llA~lll < + oo, then it 
is bipositive. The same happens if Equation (3.1) is forward positive and 
sup.llAnll < + oo. 
Assume that the nonstationary Stein equation (3.1) admits a self-adjoint 
X solution ( . ) .=  _~. Then Equation (3.1) is forward positive if and only if 
and 
X.  - A .X .+ xA . >I 0 (n = O, + 1 ....  ), (3.6) 
Xn-A* ' "A*+t_ IX ,~+tA, ,+t  1 . . .A ,>~eI  (n=0,+l  ... .  ), (3.7) 
where e and 1 are as above. Equation (3.1) is backward positive if and only if 
(3.6) holds and the following inequality holds: 
X.  A*  A .+t - lX .+tAn+t  1 A .> IeA*  n . . .  * . . .  . . . . . .  A .+t -xA .+t  1 A .  
(3.8) 
for n = 0, _ 1 . . . . .  Equation (3.1) is bipositive if and only if (3.6)-(3.8) hold, 
with some positive integer 1 and some positive real number e. 
Let us now assume that the given sequences (A. )~= _~ and (D.)n~= _~, 
appearing in (3.1), are constant: A .  = A, /9. = D (n = 0, ___ 1 ....  ), and let us 
consider only constant solutions X n = X (n = 0, + 1 .... ). Then we obtain the 
well-known Stein equation 
X - A*XA = D.  
This equation is bipositive if and only if D >~ 0, and D + A*DA 
+ • . .  + A* ( t -1 )DA( t -1 )> 0 for some positive integer 1. The last condition is 
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equivalent o the controllability of the pair (A*, D); this follows from the 
equality 
rank(D, A*D .. . . .  A*(t-1)D) = rank(v~, a*v~ ... . .  A*('-i)~/D). 
4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
The following theorems are the main results of the paper. A sequence of 
self-adjoint matrices (X.)n~ _~ is said to be of constant inertia (v+, Vo, v- ) if 
In(X.)  = (v+, Vo, v_ ) for n = 0, + 1 . . . . .  
THEOREM 4.1. Let 
X -A*X .+~A.=D.  (n=0,_ l  .... ) 
be a bipositive nonstationary Stein equation which admits a bounded self- 
( .) .= _ of  constant inertia (~+, v o, I ,  ). Then v o = O, and adjoint solution X ~ 
A the sequence ( . )n=- ~ admits a dichotomy of  rank ~ +, with a bound given 
by 
(a ,M,L )= 1+ ,2a+2,2a+2 , (4.1) 
where (e, l) is a positivity bound for the Stein equation, and a = 
2(sup.tlX.ll)/~. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let ( A.).~= _ ~ be a sequence o f t  x r matrices admitting 
a dichotomy o f  rank p. Then there exists a bounded sequence of  self-adjoint 
r × r matrices (X.)~.=_~ of  constant inertia (p ,O , r -p )  such that, for 
some e > O, 
X. -A*X .+IAn>eI  (n=0,_ l  .... ). (4.2) 
Moreover, i f  the sequence (A , ) ,~_~ is constant, then the sequence 
( X,)~= _~ can be chosen constant as well. 
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If we specialize A ,  = A and X n = X (n = 0, +1 ....  ), then we obtain 
from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 the following theorem on matrices. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X - A*XA = D be a Stein equation such that D >~ 0 
and the pair (A*, D) is controllable. I f  this equation has a self-adjoint 
solution X, then X is invertible and the number of positive (respectively 
negative) eigenvalues of X is equal to the number of eigenvalues of A in the 
interior (respectively exterior) of the unit disc, counting algebraic multiplici- 
ties. Conversely, i rA has no eigenvalues on the unit circle, then there exists a 
self-adjoint matrix X such that X - A*XA > O. 
In the case when D > 0, this result is the Stein version (see Taussky [14]) 
of a theorem appearing in Hill [7], Krein [8], Ostrowski and Schneider [10], 
Taussky [13], Wielandt [15], Wimmer [16], and, in the general case, 
Wimmer  and Ziebur [17]. See also the review in Cain [1], and Lancaster and 
Tismenetsky [9, Chapter 13]. 
We begin with the proof of Theorem 4.2, which is simpler. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let (Pn).~= _~ be the dichotomy of (A . )~= _~, 
and (a, M, L)  a bound of it. Then rank Pn = P (n = O, _+ 1 ....  ). The matrices 
X n (n = O, _+ 1 . . . .  ) will be constructed as the difference of two nonnegative 
matrices: X~ ) and X~ ). 
We define the sequence X¢. 1) via 
= ~ * * . . .  • . . .A ,p  n X(- 1) Pn*Pn + Pn An en+kAn+k 
k=0 
(n=0,+l  .... ). 
(4.3) 
By (2.5) and (2.7) we have, for each vector x ~ C r, 
IIA.+k ' '"  A.e.x l l  ~ Mak+~lle.xll <~ MLak+lllxll. 
Consequently, tlA.+k.-. A.P.I  I ~ MLa k + l, 
series converges and 
M2L2a 2 
IIX°)ll ~< L z + - -  
which implies that the above 
1 - a 2 (n  = O, +_ 1 . . . .  ) .  (4 .4 )  
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If the matrices A .  were invertible, then we could define 
oo 
X~ )= Y'~ (I-P,~/'~*A -l*-.._x . a-l.a-l..._k..,,_k "" "A~I -x ( I -P . )  • 
k=l  
However,  in the general case, we need some preliminaries before we proceed. 
We define, for n = O, + 1 . . . . .  a linear map B n : C r ~ C r in the following 
way. Let x be a vector in C r. According to (2.10), there exists a unique 
vector, y ~ KerP ._  1, such that A._ ly  = (I  - P.)x. We then define B.x = y. 
We denote the matrix which represents B., in the standard basis of C r, 
likewise by B.. 
It is clear that B. satisfy the following conditions: 
A._ IB .= I -P  . (n=0,+l  ... .  ) 
and 
(4.5) 
B =B, ( I -Pn)=( I -P , _x )B  . (n=O,+l  . . . .  ). (4.6) 
Let us show that 
B.~A, , _x=I -P . _ I  (n = 0, + 1 ....  ). (4.7) 
yk ~ KerP._k_x (k=0,1  ....  ). (4.8) 
In addition, (4.5)leads to A ._ ly  o = An_ IB.X = ( I -  P . )x = y, and 
a . _k_ lyk=A._k_xB._kyk_ l=( I - -P . _k )yk_ l=gk_X (k=l ,2  ....  ). 
Yk= B . -k ' ' "  B.x  (k =0,1  .... ). 
By (4.6) we have 
Let n be an integer, and x be a vector in C r. By definition, the vector 
g=B.A ._xx  is uniquely determined by the conditions P . _ ly=O and 
A ._ lg  =( I -  Pn)A._xx.  It is clear that g =( I -P . _x )x  satisfies these two 
requirements, and therefore (4.7) is true. 
Finally, we need to estimate norms such as IIn._k... n.ll. Let n be an 
integer and x be a vector in C r. Denote y = (I  - P,.)x, and 
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Therefore A, , _ l . . .An_ l , _ lyk=y (k=0,1  .... ). By 
implies that Ilyll >/ (1/Mak+X)llYk[I. Therefore, 
MLa k + X llx II. Since x is an arbitrary vector, we obtain 
(4.8) and (2.6), this 
IlYkll ~< Mak+lll~tll ~< 
[ IB , _k . . .B ,  II<~MLa k+x (n=0,+l  .... ; k=0,1  .... ). 
We can now define 
oo 
X~ )= Z B* ' "  Bn* -kB , -k ' "  B,, (n=0,+l  .... ). 
k=0 
And we have the estimates 
M2L2a2 
IIX~ll ~ 1 _ a-------T (n=0,_ l  .... ). 
Define X, ,=X~I ) -X~ 2) (n=0,  _+1...). It follows from (4.4) and the last 
inequality tliat (X,),~=-o~ is a bounded sequence of self-adjoint matrices. Let 
n be an integer. If 0 4: v ~ Im P,, then by (4.6), Bnv = 0. Thus, X~)v = O. 
Consequently, v*Xnv = v*X~X)v >1 [IPnVll z = [[Vl[ 2 > 0. Therefore, X,  has a 
positive definite subspaee of dimension p. Similarly, if 0 4: u ~ Ker Pn, then, 
by (4.3), X~l~u = 0. Moreover, by (4.5), An_lBnU = (I  - Pn)u = u -4= O. Thus, 
[[B, ull > 0, and therefore, u*Xnu = - u*X~)u <~ - [ IB ,  ul[ ~ < 0. Hence, X,  
has a negative definite subspaee of dimension r -  p. Consequently, the 
sequence (X,),~__-o~ has constant inertia (p,0, r - p). 
In follows from the commutation relations (2.1) that 
A*X~I )+IA , ,=X~) -P*P  n (n=0,+l  .. . .  ). (4.9) 
Moreover, by (4.6) and (4.7) we have 
AnB,+IB  n " "B~I_kB,+I_k ' "B ,  Bn+IA n=B~' ' 'Bn+l_kB .+ l_k . . .B  n 
(n=0,_ l  . . . .  ; k= l ,2  .... ), 
and 
A*B,*xB, ,+xA,~=( I -P , ) * ( I -Pn)  (n=O,+l  .... ). 
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This leads to 
A*X~)+IA =X~)+( I -P . ) * ( I -P . )  (n=O,+l  .... ). 
Taking into account (4.9), we obtain 
X -A*X .+IA , ,=P*P , ,+( I -Pn)* ( I -P . )  (n=O,_+l  .... ). 
We now prove (4.2) with a suitable e > 0. Denote 
D,~=P*P .+(1-P . ) * ( I -P . )  (n=O,_+l  .... ). 
Let x ~C'  be a vector such that Ilxll = 1, and n be an integer. Since 
x=P.x+( I -P . )x ,  then at least one of the inequalities Ilenxlb>~ or 
I1(I - eDxll > ~ must hold. Thus (4.2) holds with e = ¼. The last part of the 
theorem is clear by the construction. • 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 4.1. The following lemma contains 
the first part of the proof, which is of a more geometrical nature. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let X . -A .X .+IA .=D ~ (n=0,___l .... ) be a forward 
positive nonstationary Stein equation, with positivity bound (e, 1), which 
admits a selfiadjoint solution (X.).~=_~ of constant inertia (v+, v o, v_). 
Then Po = O, and there exist for every integer n, two subspaces T. and S n of 
C r, such that C r = T. + S., T. n S. = {0}, and the following properties hold: 
d imS.=v+ and dimT~=v , (4.10) 
v*Xnv <~ 0 (v ~ T.), (4.11) 
u*X.u >1 ellull 2 (u ~ S.),  (4.12) 
S.= {y :A .y~S.+l}  and Tn+l=AnTn . (4.13) 
From the statement, it is clear that we expect hat Im Pn and Ker P. will 
be the subspaces S. and Tn respectively. In the lemma we construct hese 
subspaces. 
Proof. Denote by G. the set of all subspaces of C r. We refer to Gohberg, 
lancaster, and Rodman (see [5, Chapter $4, Sections $4.3-$4.4] and 
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[6, Chapter 13]) for a description of G, and its properties. The gap metric 
turns G, into a compact Hausdorff space (see [5, p. 364] and [6, p. 400 ]). For 
every integer n, we denote by G + (respectively G~- ) the set of all t+ + t o 
(respectively t_ + to) dimensional subspaces W of C r, such that v*X,v >1 0 
(respectively v*X,v ~< 0) for each v ~ W. Since X, has inertia (t+, t o, t_ ), 
then G + and G~ are not empty. Moreover, they are closed subsets of G r, 
and therefore they are compact spaces. 
For every subset U ___ C r we denote 
A-~I(U) = {x :Anx~U } (n=0,+l  .... ). 
The proof is divided into four parts. 
Part (a): In this part we prove the following two inclusions: 
and 
-1 + A n (Cn+l )  _cG + (4.14) 
An(G; ) c G~-+I (4.15) 
for every integer n. 
+ We prove (4.14) first. Let W be an arbitrary element of G~+ 1 . We start 
with the following inequality, which is clear from the definitions of G ÷ and n+l 
A~-I(W): 
(a.g)*Xn+l(A.g)>~O [y ~ A=I (w) ] .  
Taking into account (3.6), we obtain from this inequality 
~*Xn~ >/0 [~ ~ An l (W)] .  (4.16) 
Therefore, A~ I(W) is a nonnegative subspace relative to X,, and hence its 
dimension is at most p+ + go. However, we also have d imA~l(W) >~ dimW 
= J,÷ + t o. Consequently, dim A~-l(w) = v+ + v o. This fact and the inequal- 
ity (4.16) imply that A~I(W) ~ G+~. 
We turn to the proof of (4.15). Let W ~ G~. By definition, 
w*X.w <. 0 (w w). (4.17) 
Let w ~ KerA,  A W. By (3.7), w*X,w >1 EIIwll 2, and therefore (4.17) shows 
that w = 0. Thus, KerA, f3 W = {0}, and consequently dim A,(W) = dimW 
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= v_ +i, o. Moreover, by (3.6) and (4.17), we have 0>t w*X,w >1 
(AnW)*Xn(AnW) (w ~ W). Therefore, An(W) ~ Gn+ 1. 
Part (b): In this part we build the sequences, (S,)n~=_oo, and (Tn)~ °= -o~, 
of subspaces of C r. Let us first choose, for every integer n, arbitrary elements 
$n' ~ Gn + and T n' ~ G n . Then we define 
S, , ,=A; I (A; -+l I ( . . . (A~l_ l (S ,~)) . . . ) )  ( i=n- l ,n -2  . . . .  ), (4.18) 
and 
T , , , i=A,_ I (A i _2( . . . (A , , (T ' ) ) . . . ) )  ( i=n+l ,n+2 . . . .  ). (4.19) 
In order to simplify the formal arguments we also define 
S , , i= S [ ( i=n ,n+l  .... ), 
and 
T.,, = T/  (i=n,n-1 .... ). 
By (4.14) and (4.15) we have 
S , , i~G + and T , , ,~G~ (n , i=0 ,_ l  .. . .  ). 
Since G + and G~- (i = 0, + 1 ....  ) are compact spaces, then there exists a 
sequence of integers (n~)~ °_l, with lim k-. oo n k = + oo, such that the following 
limits exist, in G~ + and G~- respectively, 
lim S , , , I=S  I and lim 
k ---, oo k ---, oo 
It is clear by this construction that 
S i ~ G7 
and 
T_,k,, = T i ( i=0 ,+1 ....  ). 
(i = 0, + 1 ....  ) (4.20) 
T~ ~ G7 ( i  = 0, _ 1 . . . .  ). (4 .21)  
Part (c): Here we prove the statements (4.11)-(4.13). Let us first prove 
(4.13). Let i be an arbitrary integer. Since limk_.oonk = +oo,  then there 
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exists a positive integer h such that 
clear from (4.18) and (4.19) that 
Snk,i= A'i-l(Snk,i+l) 
and 
T-,,k.,+l=a,(T-,,k,,) 
In particular, we have 
A~(S.,,~) ___ S.~,~+ 1 
and 
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-nk  <i <n k for k=h,h+ l . . . . .  I t i s  
(k=h,h+l  .... ), 
(k=h,h+l  .... ). 
(k=h,h+l  .... ), 
A~(T-,,k,i)c-T-,,k.,+l 
Now let k --* oo; then we obtain 
Ai(Si) ~ Si+l 
and 
(k=h,h+l  .... ). 
(4.22) 
A,(Ti) c Ti+ 1. (4.23) 
It follows from (4.20) and (4.14) that both S i and A~-l(Si+l) are elements 
of Gi +. Thus 
dim S i = u+ + I, o = dim Ai-l(si+ 1). 
However, by (4.22), S i c_ A~-1(SI + l), and therefore, 
S, = A~-l(Si+ 1). (4.24) 
Similarly, (4.21) and (4.15) imply that T/+ 1 and A i(Ti) are elements of G/-+ l, 
and therefore, they have equal dimension. From (4.23) we then deduce that 
A,(T,) = T,+,. (4.25) 
The statements in (4.13) follow from (4.24) and (4.25). 
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The inequality (4.11) is a consequence of (4.21) and the definition of G~. 
Let us prove (4.12). Let n be an integer. First note that (4.20) and the 
definition of G + lead to 
u*X,÷tu >1 0 (u ~ S.÷,). (4.26) 
Now, it follows from (4.13) that A,+t_l(A,+t_2("" (An(Sn))"'))~ Sn+ I. 
This inclusion and the inequality (4.26) imply that 
u A~...A,+I_IX,+IA,+I_I""Anu>~O (U ~ Sn). 
It is clear that (4.12) follows from (3.7) and the last inequality. 
Part (d): End of the proof. For every integer n, it follows from (4.11) and 
(4.12) that 
T. nS.= (0}. (4.27) 
Moreover from the relations (4.20) and (4.21) we have 
d imS,=p÷+~ 0 and d imT,=u_+~ 0. (4.28) 
However, r = I,+ + v o + v_. Thus, we deduce from (4.27) and (4.28) that 
Uo = 0, and that C ~ = T, + S, is a direct sum decomposition. The equalities in 
(4.10) follow from v o = 0 and (4.28). • 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. According to Lemma 4.4 we have ~o = 0, and for 
every integer n there exist two subspaces T, and S, of C r such that 
T~ + S, = C ~, T, n S, = {0} and (4.10)-(4.13) hold. For every integer n, let 
P, be the projection on S, along T n. 
We shall use the following notation: 
K = supllX.II and a= 2K/e. (4.29) 
n 
By (3.7) K > 0, and therefore, a > 0. It will be convenient at this point to 
split the proof into four parts. 
Part (a): Here we prove the following inequalities: 
IIe, l l<Z and I I I -e, ll<Z (n=0,+l  .... ). (4.30) 
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Let n be an integer, and w be an arbitrary normalized vector in C '. Denote 
y = (P ,  - I )w  and z = Pnw. Suppose that z ~: 0, and define Yl = Y/llzll and 
zl = z/ l l z l l .  Since z - g = w, we have I lzx- Yxll = Ilwll/llzll = 1/l lzl l ,  and 
II~all = IlYll/llzll ~ (llwll+ Ilzll)/llzll =(1+ Ilzll)/llzll. Moreover, by (4.12) we 
obtain z~X, , z  1 >1 ellzlll 2 = e, while (4.11) implies that y{ 'X ,y  I <~ O. There- 
fore, 
e <~ Iz?Xnz  1 - g~'X,{ll l = I(zl* - g~' )X ,z l  + g~'X , (z ,  - g, ) l  
K(  l+ l l z l l )  
<~ g l l z l -  ~111(11z111+ I1~11) ~< ~ 1+ llzl-----]-- " 
Consequently,  we have the inequality ellzll 2 - 2KIIzll - K ~ 0, and hence 
I l z l l~- -+ - -+  - -  • 
E E E 
This result is also true ff z = 0. Since w is an arbitrary normalized vector, and 
z = Pnw, then the last inequality implies that 
I I e~ l l~- -+ - -+  . 
E 
Now,  
- -+  + ~<2a+l ,  
and therefore, Ilenll ~ 2a + 1 = L - 1. Thus, (4.30) holds. 
Part (b): Here we prove the following statement. For each vector x in C r, 
the following inequalities hold: 
I IA , ,+ ,_x . . .A ,e ,~x l l~Ma' l le ,~x l l  (n=0,___ l  . . . .  ; i=1 ,2 . . . ) .  (4.31) 
If v+ = 0, then P, = 0 (n = 0, + 1 . . . .  ), and our statement is trivial in this 
case. Hence we can assume that ~+ > 0. Let n be an integer. Let us first 
show that ~ ~ K. Since 1,+ > 0, then there exists a nonzero vector v in Sn. By 
(4.12), eflv[I a ~< v*X ,v .  On the other hand v*X ,v  <~ Kllvll 2. Therefore e ~< K. 
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We now turn to the proof of (4.31). Let x be an arbitrary vector in C r. 
Define v o = P.x, and 
v i = A .+,_ I . . .  A .e .x  (i = 1,2 ... .  ). (4.32) 
It is clear by (3.7) that 
ellv, II m ~< vTX.+,v,- v,*+tX.,+,+tv,+t ( i  = 0 .1  . . . .  ).  
Since v*X.+iv i <~ gllvill z, we obtain 
vi+tX.+i+tvi+t<~ 1-~ v*X.+iv i ( i=0 ,1  .... ). 
Using a simple induction argument, the preceding inequality leads to 
vk* X.÷k vk,  S - -g  v X.vo (k=O.1 .... ). 
On the other hand, it follows from (3.6) that 
* v*X.+,v, (i = O, 1 .... ). l)i+ lXn+i+ iI)i+ 1 
From the last two inequalities we obtain 
( ~)[i/t] 
v*X.+iv,<~ 1- - -~ v~X.v o (i = 0,1 .... ). 
Since P.x ~ S., then (4.13) leads to v i ~ S.+ i (i = 0,1 ... .  ). Thus, by (4.12), 
we obtain 
1 
IIv, llZ~--[v;'X.÷,v, ( i=0 ,1  .... ). 
Taking into account v~ X.v o <~ KIIvoll 9, we deduce from the last two inequal- 
ities that 
[ . e \[i/tl K 
iiv, Tile011 ( i - -o ,1  .... ). 
1-  = 1 
e 1 - 
Ol 
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Thus we obtain, for i = 0,1 . . . . .  
IIv, II 2 ~ 1 - 2K 1 - -Z tlv°l12 ~< 1 - 1 - ~-~ -~-tlvoll 2. 
(4.33) 
It is clear that (1 - e/2K)  1/2t = (1 - 1lot) 1/2l <<. (1 + l / a )  -x/2t = a. More- 
over, by e ~< K we obtain a = 2K/e  >/2, and therefore, 
~/a7_1  <~a<2a+2=M.  
Thus (4.33) implies that IIv, tl ~ Ma~llvoll, which, by (4.32), proves (4.31). 
Part (c): Here we prove the following statement. For each vector x in C r, 
the following inequalities hold: 
and 
1 
I IAn÷,_l"" " a , ( I  - Pn)x II ~ Ma---711(I - en)xl l  
(n=0,+l  .... ; i=1 ,2  .... ). (4.34) 
Let n be an integer. Define 
Wo = ( i  - e , )x  (4.35) 
w j=a,~j_ l . . .an( I -en)x  (j=1,2 . . . .  ) .  (4.38) 
By (4.13) wj  ~ Tn+ j ( j  = 0,1 .... ). Hence, (4.11) leads to 
wTXn÷jw j ~< 0 ( j  = 0,1 .... ). (4.37) 
On the other hand, it is clear by (3.7) that 
Wj*tXn÷i÷lWj÷ l <~ w[Xn÷jw j - ~llwjll 2 ( j  = O, 1 . . . .  ). 
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By (4.37), each term in the previous inequality is nonpositive, and therefore 
Iwi*tX,,+j+twj+tl >1IwTX,,+iwjl+ ellwjll 2 ( j  = 0,1 .... ). 
Since ellw~ll a >/(e/K)Iw'~Xn+iWil, then 
Iwj+tx,,+~+twj+tl>~ +g IwTXn+~wjl ( j=0 ,1  .... ). (4.38) 
Let h be a positive integer, and substitute j = 0, 1 ..... (h -  1)/ in the last 
inequality. The resulting h inequalities imply that 
]WhtX,,+htWhzl>~ 1+ Iw~X,,wol (h = 1,2 .... ). (4.39) 
Moreover, (3.6) leads to 
Wi+lX,,+i+lWi+l=W.A*+.X,,+.A,,+w.<~w.X,,+.w. (1 =0,1  .... ) 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 
Taking absolute values, and using (4.37) again, we obtain 
IwTtX,,+i+lWi+d >1 IwTX,,+iwil (j = O, 1 .... ). 
This inequality and (4.39) imply the following: 
( ~)F,/'] 
Iw]'Xk+jwjl>~ 1+~ Iw~X.wol ( j=0 ,1  .... ). 
Since IIw~ll 9 >1 (1/K)lwTX,,+jwjl , then 
,lw, lla >~ l ( l + K ) t'/t'lw~ X,,wol 
>~ K( I+ K) - I ( I+  e ' ' / t l  -~) ;IwffX,,wol (4.40) 
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for j=0 ,1  .. . . .  Therefore, 
(K  )-1( e ] j /t l  1 1 l lwgX.wol ' (4.41) Ilwjll2 >~ - -+1 1+ e -~-g! -~lwWX.wol >i M2 a2 j e 
where j = 0,1 . . . . .  
Since w o E Tn, it follows, by repeated use of (4.13), that there exists a 
vector, u ~ Tn_ t such that A,_ I .  . " An_ lU  = w O. Now, (3.8)implies that 
u*X._ tu  - w~X.wo ~ ~llwoll 2. 
Since u ~ Tn_ z, then UXn_lU ~ 0, and therefore - w~Xnw o >~ ellw0112. 
This shows that 
1 
-Iw~X.wol ~ Ilwoll 2 (4.42) 
This inequality and (4.41) prove (4.34). 
Part (d): End of the proof. The equality (2.1) follows from (4.13). In fact, 
if y ~ Sn, then A,,g ~ S~+ 1, and therefore, AnPng = A,~y = Pn+lAng, while 
if y ~ T,, then Any ~ Tn+ 1, which implies Aneny  = 0 = Pn+lAny. Moreover, 
rank P, = dimS n = ~+ for every integer n. Finally, the inequalities (2.5), 
(2.6), and (2.7) follow from (4.31), (4.34), and (4.30) respectively. • 
5. GENERALIZATIONS 
If we replace the bipositivity condition in Theorem 4.1 by the condition 
of forward positivity only, then the conclusions of the theorem become 
weaker. In order to describe them we introduce the following new notion of 
h-dichotomy. 
DEFINITION. Let (A. )~=_~ be a sequence of r×r  matrices, and 
(P.).~=_~ be a bounded sequence of projections in C" such that rank P n 
(n=0,___l  .... ) is constant. We say that the sequence (P.)~=_~ is an 
h-dichotomy for (A.)~ffi_ ~, where h is a positive integer, if the following 
commutation relations hold: 
A,,Pn=Pn+xAn (n=O,+_ l  .... ), (5.1) 
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and if the following four conditions hold: 
sup IIA,P, xll < + oo, 
n;  I I P .x l l  = 1 
inf I I a ,+ , -~"  " 'A , ( I -P , )x l I>O 
n; IKI - P.)xll = 1 
( i=h ,h+l  . . . .  ), (5.2) 
.lim (sup  I IA ,+,_ i" 'A , ,PnxI , ' / ' )<I ,  
z "-" 00 n ;  I IP~xt l  = 1 
and 
lim ( inf I IA.÷,- I"  "" A. ( I -  P,)xll ' / ') > 1. 
i --* oo n ;  IK I  - P . )x l l  = 1 
The existence of the first limit is proved in the same way as for the limit 
n,= inf logl lA.+,_,"" "A.(I-e.)xll 
n;  IP(I - P . )x l l  = 1 
( i=h ,h+l  .... ). 
Clearly ~/~ < oo ( i=h ,h+l  . . . .  ), and, by (5.2), ~> -~ ( i=h ,h+l  .... ). 
As in Section 2, we have the inequalities 
n,+i>~?,+ni ( i , j=h ,h+l  .... ). (5.3) 
Let k be an integer such that k >1 h. Denote N= min(~ k, ~k+l . . . . .  "l~2k-1)" 
For every integer i such that i >/k, we define a = [i/k] - 1 and b = i - ak. 
Then i = ak + b and k ~< b < 2k. Using (5.3), we obtain, first, 71a k>~ a~/k, and 
next, 
~i ~k  ~b a~k ak N ~k i -b  N - -~- -+- -~- -  + - -+  
i ~ i ak i i k i i 
Since [b[ < 2k, then lim~_. +oo ~J i  >1 ~k/k.  This inequality holds for k = h, 
h + 1 . . . .  and therefore implies that lim i ~ +o~lJ i  >~limk.. . +oo~k/k. This 
proves that limi_. +oo 71Ji exists. 
(2.3). We now prove that the second limit exists. We ean and shall assume 
that rank P, < r. Denote 
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The preceding definition is equivalent o the following. A bounded 
sequence of projections (P~)~_-oo, having constant rank and satisfying the 
commutation relations (5.1), is an h-dichotomy for the sequence (A,)~= _~ 
ff and only if there exist two positive numbers a and M, with a < 1, such 
that, for every integer n = 0, + 1 .... and each vector x ~ C r, 
IIA~+,_~...A~PnxII<~Ma'IIP~xll ( i=1 ,2  .... ) (5.4) 
and 
1 
lIAr+,-,- A (Z- e )xll  Wa, I1(/- e )xll ( i=h ,h+l  .... ). (5.5) 
We call a triplet of positive numbers (a, M, L) a bound of the h-dichot- 
omy ff it satisfies the following conditions: a < 1, the inequalities (5.4)-(5.5) 
hold, I[P, II ~< L, and I[I-P~II<~L (n=0,+l  .... ). The rank of the projec- 
tions Pn (n = 0, +_ 1 .... ) will be called the rank of the h-dichotomy. 
Note that the only difference between h-dichotomy and dichotomy is 
that, in the case of dichotomy, the inequality (5.5) holds for i = 1,2 . . . . .  In 
particular a 1-dichotomy is a dichotomy. 
We shall use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let ( An)~=_oo be a sequence of invertible matrices such 
that sup, llA2111 < +oo. Assume that (A~)~= o~ admits the h-dichotomy 
(Pn)n°°__~ with bound (a, M, L), where M>~ 1. Then (Pn)~=-.o is a di- 
chotomy of ( A n)~,= _ o~ with bound ( a, M(1 +sup,  llAS lllh)/a h, L ). 
Proof. Denote Ml=M(l+supnllA2lllh)/a h. Since M <.M 1, we only 
have to prove that, for every integer n and each vector x, 
1 
IIA.+,-~-'' A.(I- en)xll ~  Waa, I1(/- en)xll ( i=1  ..... h - l ) .  
Since M >/1, then M 1 >t (1 +supnllA~lllh)//a h, and hence, 
(supI[An 111)-i (1 -k sHpHAn 1[[ h)-la'a-` 
)-1 1 
>/ l+supl lA~ll l  h aha-i>~ Mla------S, 
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for i = 1 . . . . .  h - 1. Therefore we obtain, for i = 1 .. . . .  h - 1, 
IIA.+,_I..- A.(I- e.)x II (supllA - ll)--ill( / - -  eo)x II 
1  ll(I- e )xll. " 
Theorem 4.1 can be modified for h-dichotomy in the following way. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let 
X~-A*X,+,A~=D~ (n=0,+l  .... ) 
be a forward positive nonstationartj Stein equation, with positivity bound 
(e, 1). Assume that this equation admits a bounded self-adjoint solution 
(X,)~= -oo of  constant inertia (v +, v o, v_ ). Then v o = O, and the sequence 
(An)n~=-oo admits an l-dichotomy o f  rank v +, with a bound given by 
(aI ,  M1, L I )  = 1+ , ff ,2a+2) ,  
where a = 2supnllXnll/e. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.1, with a minor change, can be used to 
prove this theorem. We indicate the modifications only. 
Note that the backward positivity was applied, in the proof of Theorem 
4.1, only to establish the ineq, lality (4.34) in part (c). Moreover, a 1, M l, and 
L 1 have greater or equal values that a, M, and L, in Theorem 4.1, 
respectively. Therefore, after the replacement of (a, M, L) by (a l, M 1, L1), 
parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 4.1 apply to our situation. Following the 
notation of Theorem 4.1, and using the forward positivity of the Stein 
equation, we now deduce a weaker inequality replacing (4.34). 
Let x, w o, and u be as in the proof of part (c) of Theorem 4.1. It follows 
from (3.7) that 
u*X._ tu  - wWX.wo >1 ellull ~. 
Since u ~ T,_ t, then uX,_zu  ~ 0, and therefore, - w~X,w o >1 ellull ~. This 
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shows that 
1 
-Iw~ Xnwol ~ Ilull 2. 
E 
Using the inequality (4.41), the proof of which does not depend on the 
backward positivity property of the Stein equation, we obtain from the last 
inequality 
1 
I1%11 ~ ~aJaillull ( j=0 ,1  .... ). 
Therefore, 
1 
I IA,+j-x""" A,_zull ~ ~a~aJllull ( j=0 ,1  .... ). 
We now denote n=m+l  and i= j+ l ;  then we have the preceding 
inequality 
a l 
[[am+i-l" "" amull ~ ~Ta~llull ( i= l , l+ l  .... ). 
Since at /M >1 I /M  1 and a = a 1, then 
1 
[IAm+i-x "'" Amul[ ~ ,--7---~llull 
lvl la i 
( i= l , l+ l  .... ). 
But m is an arbitrary integer, and u is an arbitrary vector in T m. Thus, we 
have shown that, for every integer m and each vector x in C ', 
1 
11 Am+,-1""" A (I- e )x II II(I - em)xll 
( i= l , l+ l  .... ). (5.6) 
From this point the proof proceeds in a parallel way to the proof of Theorem 
4.1, with (4.34) being replaced by (5.6). • 
Review of the proofs of the theorems in this chapter leads to the following 
result. Let us mention that Theorem 1.1 of the introduction is an immediate 
consequence of the next theorem [condition (a)] and of Theorem 4.2. 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let 
X. -A* .X .+,A .=D.  (n=O,+_ l  ... .  ) (5.7) 
be a nonstationary Stein equation. Assume that this equation admits a 
bounded self-ad]oint solution (X.).°~__~ of  constant inertia (~+,~o, ~-). 
Suppose one of  the following conditions holds: 
(a) There exists a positive real number e such that 
D.>~eI (n=0,+l  .... ). 
(b) Every A .  (n =0,  +1 .... ) is invertible, and for some real number e, 
D.>~eA*A. (n=O,  +, 1 .... ). (5.s) 
(c) Equation (5.7)/s bipositive. 
(d) Equation (5.7)/s forward positive, and sup.llA.II < + ~.  
(e) Equation (5.7) is backward positive, with every A .  (n = O, +_ 1 .... ) 
invertible, and sup.llA.II < + ~.  
(f) Equation (5.7) /s forward positive, with every A .  (n = O, +_ 1 .... ) 
invertible, and sup.llA~lll < + ~.  
(g) Equation (5.7) /s backward positive, with every A .  ( n = O, + 1 .... ) 
invertible, and sup.llA~all < + ~.  
Then v o =0,  and the sequence (A . )~=_~ admits a dichotomy of  rank 
v +. A bound ( a, M, L) for the dichotomy is given, in each case, by the 
corresponding formula below, where K = sup.llX.ll, and, in cases (c)-(g), 
(e, l) denotes a positivity bound for Equation (5.7): 
(a)-(b): ((1 + a- l ) - l /2 ,2(a  + 1)2/a,2a +2), where a = 2K/e.  
(c): ((l + a- l ) - l /21,2a +2,2a  +2), where a = 2K/e.  
(d): ((1 + a- l ) - l /2 t ,2a  + 2,2a +2), where a = 2K(1 + sup.llA.II~l)/e. 
(e): ((1 + a-l)-x/2t,  2(1 + sup.llA.l l l)(a + 1)3/a ~, 2a + 2), where a = 
2K/e .  
(f): ((1+ a- l ) - l /2t ,2( l  +sup.l lA~ll lt)(a+ l)a/aZ,2a+2), where a= 
2K/e .  
(g): ((1 + a-X)-x/~t,2a +2,2a  +2), where a = 2K(1 + sup.llA~lll2t)/e. 
Proof. If (a) holds, then by Theorem 5.2, v 0 = 0, and the sequence 
(A.).°°_ o admits a 1-dichotomy of rank v+. As remarked above, this 1-dichot- 
omy is a dichotomy. 
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If (c) holds, then the result is precisely Theorem 4.1. If (d) holds, then 
Equation (5.7) is bipositive with positivity bound (e / ( l+sup. l lA . l l2 t ) ,  l), 
and the theorem is a consequence of Theorem 4.1. If (f) holds, then by 
Theorem 5.2, v o = 0, and the sequence (A.)~= _~ admits an /-dichotomy of 
rank v+ with bound 
((1+1) ) , ,2a+2 . 
In this case, the theorem follows from I_emma 5.1. If (g) holds, then Equation 
(5.7) is bipositive with positivity bound (e / ( l+sup. l lA~l l l2t ) ,  l  and the 
result follows from Theorem 4.1. 
Now suppose that (lo) holds. Define 
-1 .  - i  B.=A_-~ and E .=A_ .  D_.A_ .  (n=0,±l  .... ), (5.9 /
and consider the following nonstationary Stein equation: 
Y. - B*Y.+~B. = E .  (n=0,+l  .. . .  ). (5.10) 
It follows from (5.7) that X_ .  - A*_ .X_ .+ IA_  . = D_ .  (n = 0, + 1 .... ), and 
therefore, B.*X_ .B .  - X_ .+ I = E .  (n = 0, _+ I .... ). Hence, Equation (5.10) 
admits the solution Y. =-  X_ .+ I (n = 0, +1 .... ), of constant inertia 
(v_ ,  v o, v+ ). Moreover, it follows from (5.8) that E.  >1 eI(n = 0, + 1 .... ). 
Thus (a) applies to the equation (5.10) and the sequence (B.)~=_oo. It 
follows that v o = 0, and that the sequence (B.)~=-o~ admits a dichotomy 
(P . )~-  -oo of rank v . By Proposition 2.1, (1 - p . )oo  -oo is a dichotomy for 
- -1 o0 (B_ . _ l ) .=_  ~ . Therefore ( I -P_( ._ l ) ) .~___o~ is a dichotomy for 
- -1  oO (B_ ( . _ l ) _ l ) .=_o~ = (A.).~=_o~, of rank v+. 
We now consider (e). Consider again the transformation (5.9), leading to 
the equation (5.10), with the solution Yn =-  X .+ 1 (n = 0, _+ 1 .... ). By (3.8) 
we have, for n = 0, + 1 . . . . .  
X_ ._ t+ I - A*_n_I+ I . . . A*_nX_n+ IA_ . . . A_ ._ I+ 1 
>/eA*_n_l+ I " ' 'A*nA n . . .A_n_ l+ l .  
Thus, 
Y. - B* . . .  B*+t_IY~+zB~+t_I... B. >1 el. 
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Consequently, Equation (5.10) is forward positive with the same positivity 
bound (e, l). Therefore condition (f) applies to Equation (5.10). Thus v 0 = 0, 
and the sequence (B.)~_-oo admits a dichotomy (P.)~=-oo f rank 1,_. By 
Proposition 2.1, ( I  P oo -x oo 
- (B -oo .  - . ) . - -oo  is a dichotomy for There- 
fore, the sequence of projections ( I -P(_._x)) .°°=_~ is a dichotomy for 
_ o~ of rank v+. • (B~<._  x ) -  1)~ffi - ~ - (A . ) .=  _ oo, 
6. ONE SIDED INERTIA THEOREMS AND DICHOTOMY 
In this section we consider systems of the following form: 
y.+l=A.y. (n=O,1  .... ). 
We call such a system a one sided system. The definition of dichotomy of one 
sided systems is entirely similar to the definition in the two sided case, given 
in Section 2. The main difference is that the dichotomy is not unique any 
more. Thus, there is no analogous theorem to Theorem 2.4. The rank of the 
dichotomy is, however, unique. After this short introduction, we proceed with 
the definitions. Let (A.)~_ o be a sequence of r × r matrices, and let (P.).°°ffi o
be a bounded sequence of projections in C r, such that rank P. (n = 0,1 .... ) is 
constant. The sequence (P.).°°_ o is a dichotomy for (A . ) .~  0 ff the following 
commutation relations hold: 
P,,+tA.=A.Pn (n=O,  1 .... ), (6.1) 
and ff there exist two positive numbers a and m, with a < 1, such that, for 
every vector x in C r, 
I Ia.+k_x""" a.e.xll ~ Maklle.xll (6.2) 
and 
i 
a . ( I -  P.)x II II(I - e )xll (6.3) 
for n = O, 1 . . . . .  k = 1,2 . . . . .  We shall occasionally refer to this dichotomy as 
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a one sided dichotomy. A triplet of positive numbers (a, M, L)  is called a 
bound of the dichotomy if a < 1, (6.2) and (6.3) hold, and 
IIe~ll <L  and I I I -e ,  l l<Z (n=0,1  ....  ). (6.4) 
It is clear that 
Then 
P, = U, PoU~ -1 (n=0,1  ....  ). (6.5) 
Conversely, a matrix P determines a dichotomy P~ = UnPU~ 1 (n = 0,1 ....  ) if 
and only if there exist positive numbers a and M, with a < 1, such that 
IIU, eu7111 ~ Mai-J 
and 
IIu,(I-e)u;'ll Ma  -' ( j=o ,1  .... ; i= j , j -1  . . . . .  1,0). (6.7) 
This definition of the dichotomy can be found in [4]. A slightly different 
definition appears in [2]. 
We now give an example in which the dichotomy is not unique. Let 
(20 0) A,= 1 /2  for n=0,1  . . . . .  
(.=Ol , 
o)1 
( j=0 ,1  ....  ; i= j , j+ l  ... .  ) (6.6) 
The number  rank Pn is called the rank of the dichotomy. 
We consider first the case when the matrices A n (n = 0,1 .. . .  ) are 
invertible. We denote U o = I, and U, = A.,_ 1 • • • A 0 (n = 1,2 ....  ). Then the 
dichotomy (P~)~-o is uniquely determined by Po via the equalities 
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determines a dichotomy P. = U.PU~ l (n = 0,1 .... ). We now prove that 
,,(o o) 
has the same property. In fact we have 
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__1  Therefore (6.6) holds with a - ~ and M = 2. Similarly, 
U~(I P )UT I=(o '  0 /{1  0 ) (20 J  21) 
o 
1 
and consequently (6.'/) holds with the same a and M. 
The following result relates the notions of dichotomy and one sided 
dichotomy. 
oo  PROPOSITION 6.1. Let (A . ) . _  o be a sequence o f  r × r matrices, and 
( P.).°°_ o be a bounded sequence o f  projections in C ". having constant rank p. 
The sequence (P.).~°. o is a one sided dichotomy for (A.).°°_ o i f  and only i f  
there exist a sequence o f  r × r matrices A_  1, A_  ~ .... and a bounded se- 
quence o f  projections P- I ,  P -  z .... in C r, having constant rank p, such that 
_0o A oo (P.)~= is a dichotomy for ( .) .=-oo. 
Proof. Assume that (P.).°°_ o is a one sided dichotomy for (A . ) .~  o, with 
bounds (a, M, L). Define P. = Po and A.  = 2(1 - Po) (n = - 1,2 .... ). It is 
clear that (P.)~_ _~ is a bounded sequence of projections of constant rank p. 
Moreover, the equality (2.1) holds for n - -0 ,1  .... by the definition of one 
sided dichotomy, and for n--  -1 ,  -2  .... by the above construction. Let 
al  ffi Inax(~,a) and Ml= Inax(M,1). In order to prove that (P.).~__~ is a 
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d ichotomy for (A . )~__~,  it is enough to show that for each vector  x, the 
fo l lowing inequal i t ies hold: 
and  
I IA .+k_ l " " "  Ane~xll <~ Mxakalle.xll (6.8) 
1 
IIA.+k_,... A.(I- e.)xll ~ M-----~ I1(1- en)Xll (6.9) 
for n = 0, + 1 . . . . .  k = 1,2 . . . . .  The inequal i ty (6.8) foBows from (6.2) for 
n = 0,1,  2 . . . . .  and is tr ivial ly satisf ied for n = - 1, - 2 . . . . .  because A ~ Pn = 
2(1 - Po)Po = 0 in this case. Similarly, the inequal i ty (6.9) follows from (6.3) 
for n = 0,1, 2 . . . . .  Let  n = - 1, - 2 . . . . .  If k ~< - n, then (6.9) is equivalent  
to 2kll(1 - Po)xll >i (1/Mxa~)ll(I - eo)xll. Since Mla ~ >~ x k (~) , then (6.9) holds 
in this case. F inal ly,  if k > - n, then (6.9) is equivalent o 
1 
2-"llA.+k_~''' A0(I- e0)xll ~ M----~ I1(1- e.)xll. 
- i -n  _ 2". For  negat ive integers n, 1/a~ = a 1 n ~ (~)  __ Therefore,  the above 
inequal i ty  is a consequence of 
IIA.+k-~""" ao(I - Po)x II ~ - -  
1 
M~aVk I1(I - e0)x II. 
However ,  the last inequal i ty follows from (6.3). This proves the theorem in 
one direct ion.  The proof of the converse part  of the theorem is straightfor-  
ward.  • 
Cono~Y 6.2. I f  (A. ) .~_o admits the one sided dichotomy (P.).~=o, 
then 
ImP,=(x~Cr :  l im An+k...A.x=O ) (n=0,1  . . . .  ). (6 .10)  
k---, + ~ 
All the one sided dichotomies for ( A . ) .~  o have the same rank. 
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Proof. The first statement follows from Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 
2.4. The second statement follows from the first. • 
We now turn to nonstationary one sided Stein equations. These are 
equations of the type 
X, -A*X ,+IA ,=D . (n=0,1  .... ). (6.11) 
We say that equation (6.11) is forward positive if 
O,>/0 (n=0,1  .... ) (6.12) 
and if there exist a positive integer l and a positive real number e such that 
19, + A,,D,,+IA . + . . .  + A* . . .  A,,+l_uD,,+t_iA,,+t_u... A , >i el (6.13) 
for n = O, 1 . . . . .  We say that Equation (6.11) is backward positive if (6.12) 
holds and if there exist a positive integer l and a positive real number e such 
that 
19, + A,,D,+IA,, + . . .  + A*, . . .  A,+t_2D,,+t_ iA,+t_~.. .  A ,
>~eA* , . . .A*+I_ ,A ,+t_ , . . .A , ,  (n=0,1  .... ). (6.14) 
An equation which is both forward and backward positive is called bipositive. 
In each ease we call the pair (e, l) a positivity bound. 
Assume that Equation (6.11) has a self-adjoint solution (X,),°°~ o. Then 
Equation (6.11) is forward positive if and only if 
X,  - A* X,+ ,A ,  >~ O (n=O,  1 .... ) (6.15) 
and 
X, -A* . ' .A ,+t_ IX , ,+tA ,+t_ I . . .A ,>~eI  (n=0,1  .... ), (6.16) 
where e and l are as above. Equation (6.11) is backward positive if and only 
if (6.15) holds and, for n = 0,1 .. . . .  
X,  A* A ,+t_ iX ,+tA ,+l_  1 "A,>~eA*,. * . . . . . . . .  A ,+t_xA,+l_  t .A , ,  
(6.17) 
with e and l as above. 
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It is easily seen, using (6.19), that if Equation (6.18) satisfies one of the 
conditions (a)-(g) of our theorem, then Equation (6.20) satisfies the corre- 
sponding condition of Theorem 5.3. It is also clear that the sequence 
(X,)~_ -oo is bounded and of constant inertia (v+, v 0, v_ ). Thus, by Theorem 
5.3, the sequence (A,)~_-oo admits a dichotomy of rank v+. The theorem 
now follows from Proposition 6.1. • 
The bounds of the dichotomy are omitted from the statement of the 
preceding theorem but may easily be computed following the proof. For an 
example, let us compute the bound in case (a). It is easily seen that the matrix 
A satisfies X o -A*XoA > min(]}% -3/~), where }~ (respectively /z) is the 
smallest positive (respectively argest negative) eigenvalue of X o. For such a 
choice of A we have /9, >/min(e, ah, - 3#)1 (n = 0, + 1 .... ). Therefore, in 
this case, the bound is obtained from the corresponding bound in Theorem 
5.3, with a = 9.(sup]lX,H)/min(e, ]}k, - 3/~). 
7. LEFT DICHOTOMY 
We describe here briefly the notion of the left dichotomy. We first 
consider the invertible case. Let (A,)~=-oo be a sequence of r × r invertible 
matrices, and (P,)~--o~ be a bounded sequence of projections, in C r. The 
OO 00 sequence (P . ) .= -oo is a left dichotomy for (A . ) .=  _~ if 
P .A .=A.P , ,+x  (n=O,+l  .... ) (7.:) 
and if there exist two positive numbers a and M, with a < 1, such that 
and 
I le, A , .  . . A,+k_xl l  ~ Ma k, 
11(I - P.)A~I-1 " " " A~l-k II ~< Mak,  
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
for n = 0, _+ 1 . . . . .  and k = 1,2 . . . . .  By (7.1), the rank of the projections P, 
(n = 0, _1  . . . .  ) is independent of n. We call the number rank P, 
(n = 0, 4-1 ....  ) the rank of the dichotomy. A pair of positive numbers (a, M) 
is called a bound of the dichotomy if a < 1, and if the inequalities (7.2) and 
(7.3) hold. 
The following lemma allows us to apply the results of the preceding 
sections about the diehott~mv to the left diehntomv_ Its nrt~f is trivial frnrn 
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(e) Equat ion (6.18) /s backward positive, every A n (n=0,1 , . . . )  is 
invertible, and supnllA,I < + 00. 
(f) Equat ion  (6.18) is forward positive, every A n ( n = O, 1,. . .  ) is invert- 
ible, and supnllA-Xll < + oo. 
(g) Equat ion (6.18) is backward positive, every A n (n=0,1  ... .  ) is 
invertible, and supnllAXlll < + oo. 
Then v o = O, and a the sequence ( An)n~=o admits a one sided dichotomy o f  
rank v +. 
Proof. Let us first prove that v o = 0. If (a) or (b) holds, then X o - 
A~X1A o > 0, and the assertion follows from Lemma 6.3. If Equation (6.18) is 
forward positive, bipositive, or backward positive with every A ,  invertible, 
then X o - A~.  • • A~_ IXtAt_  1 • • • A o > 0. Therefore, Lemma 6.3 implies that 
v o = 0 in these cases as well. 
Since v o = 0, X o is invertible. Let (~)~+=1 and (/zi)~- 1 be, respectively, 
the positive and negative igenvalues of X o. Let U be a unitary matrix such 
that X o = UDU*, where D is the following diagonal matrix: 
D - diag(X 1 . . . . .  X~., I£1 . . . . .  ~v_ )" 
Define 
g(l  1 2) D1 = dia ~ .. . . .  ~ ,2  . . . . .  
V+ V 
and 
A = UD1U*. 
Then D - D IDD 1 > 0, and therefore, 
X o - A*XoA = UDU* - UD1U*UDU*UD1U* = U(D - D1DDI )U*  > O. 
(6.19) 
Let us define, for n=- l , -2  . . . . .  A n=A,  X ,=X o, and /9 ,=X o -  
A*XoA.  We apply Theorem 5.3 to the sided nonstationary Stein equation 
X, -AnX,+IA ,=D n (n=0,+l  .... ). (6.20) 
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It is easily seen, using (6.19), that if Equation (6.18) satisfies one of the 
conditions (a)-(g) of our theorem, then Equation (6.20) satisfies the corre- 
sponding condition of Theorem 5.3. It is also clear that the sequence 
(Xn)~= -oo is bounded and of constant inertia (p+, Po, 1'- ). Thus, by Theorem 
5.3, the sequence (A,)~__~¢ admits a dichotomy of rank v+. The theorem 
now follows from Proposition 6.1. • 
The bounds of the dichotomy are omitted from the statement of the 
preceding theorem but may easily be computed following the proof. For an 
example, let us compute the bound in case (a). It is easily seen that the matrix 
A satisfies X o -A*XoA > min(~h, -3~t), where ~ (respectively /x) is the 
smallest positive (respectively argest negative) eigenvalue of X o. For such a 
choice of A we have D. >~ min(e, ~h, - 31x)I (n = 0, ___ 1 .... ). Therefore, in 
this case, the bound is obtained from the corresponding bound in Theorem 
5.3, with a = 2(supl}X,II)/min(e, ~4~, - 3/~). 
7. LEFT DICHOTOMY 
We describe here briefly the notion of the left dichotomy. We first 
consider the invertible case. Let (A.)~_-o~ be a sequence of r × r invertible 
matrices, and (P.)~_-oo be a bounded sequence of projections, in C'. The 
sequence (P.)~=-o~ is a left dichotomy for (A . )~-o¢  if 
PnA.=A.P .+ I  (n=0,+l  .... ) (7.1) 
and if there exist two positive numbers a and M, with a < 1, such that 
and 
IIP,,A,," . A,+k_IlI ~ Ma k, 
I1(1- ' A - kll Ma , 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
for n = 0, + 1 . . . . .  and k = 1,2 . . . . .  By (7.1), the rank of the projections P, 
(n = 0, +1 . . . .  ) is independent of n. We call the number rank P, 
(n = 0, + 1 .... ) the rank of the dichotomy. A pair of positive numbers (a, M) 
is called a bound of the dichotomy if a < 1, and if the inequalities (7.2) and 
(7.3) hold. 
The following lemma allows us to apply the results of the preceding 
sections about the dichotomy to the left dichotomy. Its proof is trivial from 
the definitions and is therefore omitted. 
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Lv.M~ 7.1. The sequence ( An)~= -~o admits a left dichotomy (Pn)~= -~ 
of  rank 19 with bound ( a, M)  i f  and only i f  the sequence ( A*)~= _~ admits 
, oo the dichotomy ( P, ),= _ ~ of  rank p with bound ( a, M ). 
For further reference we state the following corollary of the last lemma 
and Proposition 2.1. 
COnOLLAXaY 7.2. Let (A n)~ffi _~ be a sequence o f  r × r invertible matri- 
ces which admits a left dichotomy (P,)n~=-o~, and let x = ( x 1 . . . . .  Xr) be a 
row vector in C ~. There exists a row vector y =(Yl,-. . ,  Yr) ~ C" such that 
x = FP~ (respectively x = y( I  - Pn)) i f  and only i f  lim k_.~o X-An"" An+k-1 
=0 [respectively l imk~ooXAn_ l l  ' '  "An lk=0) .  In particular, i f  a di- 
chotomy exists, then it is unique. 
For the sake of completeness we now give the general definition of the 
left dichotomy of a sequence of matrices, which may happen to be singular. 
l-~t (A n)~- - oo be a sequence of r × r matrices, and (Pn) ~. - -o~ be a botmded 
sequence of projections in C* such that rank Pn (n = 0, + 1,...) is constant. 
The sequence (Pn)~--oo is a left dichotomy for (A,)~= _~ if 
PnAn=AnPn+,  (n=0,+l  .... ) (7.4) 
and if there exist two positive numbers a and M, with a < 1, such that, for 
each row vector x in C r, the following inequalities hold: 
IIxPnAn "'" A ,+k-  111 <~ Makllxenll (7.5) 
and 
1 
IIx( 1 -  en)A ,  " An÷k-,ll ~ ~a~l lx (  z -  en) II, (7.6) 
for n=0,+l  . . . . .  k=1,2  . . . . .  
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